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This game is an RPG and a Visual Novel . Or call it a story-driven RPG - much the same thing, imo. I believe people too
often think about this as a sequel to Loren, the Amazon Princess. It is Not. But it is similar in game play, in many ways.
ToA really deserves its own place in your game library. What do you get if you choose to play ToA, Seasons of the Wolf
? 1. A nice fantasy story, with surprising twists and turns .At times disturbing.At times beautiful. 2. Turn-based tactical
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combat , easy to learn, fun to play, difficult at times, especially on hard - which is a must difficulty setting throughout
the game, if you want all achievements . (But hard is not impossible - take it from me, I managed to do it, and I am a

huge fan of normal in most games ). Go for "nightmare", if you truly want a challenge. -about difficulty options ; You
can change them in-game whenever you like ( if you choose to ignore the achievements - or you alreaady have them ! )
3. Great skill management system ! 4. Romance options . ToA has "nudity" as one of its tags. The nudity here ( and in

other Winter Wolves games, like Loren ) , is very decent and respectfully made - absolutely no need to make that a
reason not to play this. Unless you are a totally non-nudes-anywhere-in-any-form person. Even if so, it isnt a reason ,

because romancing is just an option, and you do not have to play those parts at all. But its fun, so I hope you will :) 5. A
huge variety of weapons, armors, and items to buy or/and find. ( Im a girl, so naturally I love shopping ! Oh Yeah !)

Weapons, armors and items choices is very important in ToA ! And money isnt always easy to come by.So choose your
buys carefully. 6. Choose between two main characters to play, snow elves, Althea and Shea - sister and brother . 7.

Eight different playable characters in total ( and eight different classes ), each with their own stories. 8. Replay-ability -
thumbs up ! ( Almost a must ! I liked the game in my first playthrough - but fell in love in my second ! ) At the

beginning of my third now, because I want to do it before I start the DLC . Which is not necessary, thats just me wanting
to . ) 9. Choices matters. 10. Nice music - sometimes lovely. 11. Nice voice acting. 12. When conversation gets boring,

because youve already played the game and know it all - just skip through it . Easy. 13. ToA has cards and Steam
achievements ! :) 14. Like someone in the forum said ; This is not a game about heroes saving the World. It is a game
about "ordinary" "people" saving "ordinary" "people". Which I think is beautiful . I love saving the World-games - but

ToA is a really nice difference to those. I choose to add this to show you the gameplay ( thank you for making it,
"rmp792" ) : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh97WUAHis Anything I dont like ? No, not really. But I have a

couple of heartfelt sighs ; Well, I really wish Winter Wolves would make an official guide . Would be great for when
you want to replay the game, and want to get it all, and for all achievements. ( But you will find several nice hints and
tips in the discussion forum - especially when it comes to secret places ;) ) Whats my other sigh ? I really would have
liked a more masculine hetero romance option ( obviously I prefer romance according to my own preferences ) for

Althea, than Jariel . He is . a bit too boyish . And for Shea , the only hetero option is Krimm - who is a bit scary ( though
still really cute !) - - - I feel she might crush him . might say a bit more about Shea than Krimm , actually ;) It is the same
for same sex romances, only one alternative. But I am truly sad about Chalassa : She is only a romance option for Althea.
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